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Background

The world is connected now more than ever. People with shared interests around the globe are using the
internet to create communities that transcend language and nationality. They can communicate in ways
considered impossible in the past, but the tools to enable ease of global cross-medium artistic and creative
collaboration, have yet to be developed.
The current pandemic has highlighted the issues encountered when relying solely on in-person collaboration. It
has shown us that there needs to be a way that artists and creatives can collaborate remotely on multi-media
projects. We need tools that allow flexibility and encourage the building of cross-cultural and cross-medium
communities between groups of people that may never meet in person.
Crafting a solution that addresses the needs of this group of key users is an important step towards creating a
solution that addresses the needs of a possibly wider user base.
Collab is my solution. Collab is an online collaboration app that combines video, image, and audio editing to
form a tool that allow creatives and artists to share, collaborate on, and disseminate creative works. It addresses
the needs of this group and gives them the ability to work with a wide range of artists and creatives, regardless
of location. It gives them an intuitive and flexible space to collaborate with others on projects across a wide
range of mediums.

Problem Statement
How do we use technology to help artists and musicians collaborate on projects
when they cannot meet in person?

Competitive Analysis

Division of Current Collaborative Software

1 2 3
Project management
software
Allows users to manage
different types of projects,
but does not provide a way
for users to edit, change, or
update projects assets.

Industry leaders in this category are:
Trello, Asana, Basecamp, Monday,
nTask, Zoho Projects, Jira,and Wrike

Media editing software
Tools allow users to edit files
and media collectively,
but is
tt
only optimized to work with
specific types of media
content.

Intranet
Allows users to share
different types of media, but
does not include the ability to
manage projects or edit
project assets.

Industry leaders in this category are:
Adobe Shared Projects, Frame.io,
ftrack, Kollaborate, Sound Trap,
Endlesss, Avid,and Flat

Industry leaders in this category are:
SharePoint, Simpplr., Zoho Connect,
Blink, and Happeo

Competitive Analysis
Feature
Synchronous Collaboration
Video Editor
Image Editor
Audio Editor
Export Code
Teams
Add comments
Point System
Knowledge Base
Project Gallery
Share Assets
Integration
Export Files
Asset Library
Cost

Collab

Figma

Frame.io

Invision

Kollaborate

Mockplus Cloud

Projector

S W O T

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

• Works across mediums

• New product

• Software is first of its kind

• Web based

• Web based (limits use to
people with internet
access)

• Software addresses an
unfilled need

• Competitor's upgrades to
software features

• Simple to use
• Intuitive interface
• Remote collaboration
• Flexible
• Built in community
features

• Possible longer
adjustment period for
people who have
previously not
collaborated remotely
• Apprehensiveness to
connect with strangers

• Remote work is becoming the
norm
• Build a global community
based around sharing and
collaborating

• Safety
• Privacy

Proposed Solution

Three Phases of Solution
Phase One: Research and understanding the user base
The goal of this phase was to gain an understanding of our user base and their needs. I conducted a series of interviews
to research how they work, what hurdles they face, what their pain points are, and what they would view as success. I
learned that they want the ability to collaborate with others no matter where they were located. The question then was how
can our final product help them achieve this goal? This research gave us actionable data and insights that was able to use
in the next phase of the project.
Phase Two: Creating the initial artifacts
The goal of phase two was to take the information from the interviews and research and use it to create assets that will help
to determine the development direction of the final product. Personas, user scenarios, and user journey maps were
created at this stage. These artifacts are influenced by my research as well as domain research, competitive analysis, and
an understanding technological barriers. The goal was creating personas and scenarios that cover a wide range of user
types and scenarios.
Phase Three: Wireframing and prototyping
In phase three I created the wireframes and the final prototype. During this stage, I used my artifacts, research, and data to
create wireframes and an interactive prototype that I tested with my interviewees and potential users. I eventually
conducting multiple rounds of testing and iteration to create the final product.

Interviews
Gender

Age

Creative medium

Question

Answer

Male

45

Videographer

What is your creative
background?

“I’ve always been an artistic person who gravitated to the arts in every shape
and form. It energizes me and gives me life.”

Female

27

Illustration

What made you decide to work “He was an up-and-coming artist, and we had a personal connection.”
in collaboration with someone
else?

Male

32

Musician

How can you see this app being “I could see a situation where someone comes across a set of assets that
used in your practice?
they then use to create some great work.”

40

Digital Media

What do you like best about
Collab?

“I like the idea of collaborating with people any where in the world. I like the
idea that I can collaborate with my friends in other states on fun projects.”

30

Motion Graphics

What type of creative projects
do you usually work on?

“A lot of visual stuff. Portraits of Asians in athletics and the media. A lot of
stuff about identity.”

Female
Male

User Persona

User Persona

User Persona

Journey Map

Stage

Step

Persona: Maria, 24, Fine artist/Painter
Problem Statement: Maria has a visual arts project that she wants to start and wants to recruit people to
help her. She needs a place where she can meet a lot of creative people.

Interest

Research

Join

Propose project

Evaluate responses

Maria has a great
idea for a project,
but she needs
people to work with.

After doing some
internet research,
she decides to use
Collab.

She joins Collab, creates
an account, and
personalizes it. She
receives an email
confirmation.

She goes through the project
proposal process and enters
information for her project. She
then receives a confirmation.

She receives interest from
She begins collaborating
multiple users and chooses with the people that she
three people who she wants chose.
on her team.

Internet
Magazines
Friends

Collab onboarding
Email

Collab app
Word
Email

Collab
Email

There aren’t any
other choices, I
hope this one is
good.

I don’t really want to give I hope people agree to join my I hope the people that
my info to yet another
project.
respond are talented.
company.

Pencil
Touch Points Paper
Word

Pain points

Is this a good
project?

Try something new
and meet other
Opportunities creatives in the
process.

Find out if there
A platform where I can
are opportunities to find a ton of people to
collaborate.
collaborate with.

Find out if my project is as
great as I think it is.

Start project

Collab app
Collab app messenger
Will everyone that I
choose be available?

Meet so many other people This is a great opportunity
interested in the same things to work with some creative
as me.
people.

Journey Map

Stage

Step

Persona: Andre, 36, Musician/Teacher
Problem Statement: Andre wants to find new creative projects to work on that catch his interest, but he
doesn’t know where to look.

Interest

Research

Andre wants to work
on some new creative
projects.

Project Search

Apply for project

Application approval

He asks around,
Andre creates an
and eventually
account and joins
hears about
Collab.
Collab. He’s
intrigued and visits
the app website.

Andre Immediately starts
looking through Collab to see if
he can find any fun projects to
join. He finds a video project
that needs Neo-Classical Funk
music.

He fills out the form to let
the team Funky Prophets
know he’s interested in their
project and what his skills
are.

They approve him for
their project and give him
access to the project
space.

Thoughts

Internet
Newspaper
Friends

Collab onboarding
Email

Collab app

Collab
Email

Collab app
Email
Collab app messenger

I am very bored with
what I’ve been doing
and I’m out of ideas.

None of my
friends are doing
anything exciting
either.

I hope that this isn’t a
waste of time.

I hope I find something that I
like.

I hope someone lets me join I hope this collaboration
their project.
goes well.

See what kind of projects are
available to work on.

It’s nice to find projects that
I find interesting.

Touch Points Local arts newspaper

Pain points

Re-energize my
creative juices by
Opportunities working on new
projects.

Join

Find new places to Find new people to
organize
collaborate with.
collaborations.

It’s great to be able to
meet and work with
people from around the
world.

Research Goals
The goal of my research was to conduct interviews and desk research that would give me a thorough
understanding of:
•
•
•
•

How artists collaborate
Why artists choose to collaborate
Roadblocks and bottlenecks people face when collaborating
How I can use technology to help facilitate that collaboration

Data and information gathered will be used to create the prototype of an online collaboration tool for creatives that
addresses their needs.

Timeline
Phase One: Research and
understanding the user base

Phase Two: Creating the initial
artifacts

Phase Three: Wireframing and
prototyping

Sprint 1
Project Planning
Weeks 1
10/6 to 10/12

Sprint 2
Research
Weeks 2
10/13 to 10/19

Sprint 3
Ideate
Weeks 3
10/20 to 10/26

Sprint 4
Design
Week 4-5
10/27 to 11/9

Sprint 5
Build
Weeks 6-8
11/10 to 11/23

Sprint 6
User testing & Iteration
Weeks 6-9
11/24 to 12/2

Project Planning

User Interviews

User Personas

Wireframe

Interactive Prototype

User Testing
Iteration

Identify Proto Personas Competitive Analysis

Journey Maps

User Testing

User Interview
Questions

User Scenarios

Iteration

Relevance of my Solution
The world is connected now more than ever. People with shared interests around the globe are using
the internet to create communities that transcend language and nationality. They can communicate in
ways considered impossible in the past, but the tools to enable ease of global cross-medium artistic and
creative collaboration, have yet to be developed.
The spread of COVID-19 has demonstrated the need for the ability to be able to conduct business
remotely. The tools we utilize to collaborate need to be more than just communication via text and audio.
We need collaboration tools that are open to use artistically across a wide range of mediums.
Currently, a solution does not exist for the creation and management of global collaborative art, music and
video team projects.

My Project Goals
•

Create an online content creative/artistic collaboration solution that experiments with new ways to share
material, explore content, and create new artwork in an online space

•

Craft a solution that encourages collaboration by making it easy to collaborate across different mediums

•

Create a solution that makes it easy for collaborators to communicate

•

Create a solution with an easy to learn interface

Long-term Stakeholder Benefits
•
•

The ability to collaborate with anyone anywhere remotely
The ability to pool artistic assets

•

The ability to use shared assets to generate audio, image, and video content

•

A private collaborative space where artists can work together to create results that they wouldn’t be able
to achieve alone

Concept Evolution

Concept One – Assets within Reach

This concept was designed to put the focus on user assets. This focus would mean that the most important aspect of the
app would be sharing assets and collaboration would be second. Users would be able to open sliders that would hold the
assets that they need so that they could access them easily. This version was shown to users, and the feedback I received
was that too many assets were hidden. I felt that this would make the UX overly complicated, so this was not the final
version.

Concept Two – Familiarity & Space

Concept two was designed to give the users a lot of space to work. The goal was that multiple users would be able to
collaborate at the same time, giving them the ability to add, edit, and remove assets as necessary. This was the direction
that I eventually went in. It closely reflected the current trend in collaborative web-based software for UX design. This
direction also removed a lot of the popups and cues found in graphic software.

Final Concept

The final concept is based extensively on ideas from concept two.

Process

Four Outcomes that will Determine Success:
Measurable results showing
that the completed UX meets
user needs and makes it much
easier for them to collaborate
with other creatives

The final UX has an
interface that puts
usability first and is easy
for users to learn

The finished product facilitates
the creation of new content
and artistic material in an
interesting way

The final UX provides a space that
inspires the artist to innovate and
cultivate collaborations outside of
their normal realm of creation

Focusing on features instead of
outcomes

Initially, I was focused on the features of
the app instead of being focused on
how the user would use it. This led me
to focus on things that weren’t as
important as the core feature of the appthe collaboration. After receiving
feedback from multiple users, I shifted
my focus to creating an in-depth user
experience for the collaboration portion
and a less in-depth experience for the
rest of the app.

Helping people understand the
value of the project

Initially I thought that people would
be drawn to my concept. As I
interviewed people and discussed
collaboration, I started to realize that
many people don’t normally
collaborate on creative projects. It
was then I realized that a large part of
my responsibility would be to create
a product that encouraged people to
collaborate.

Craft

My goals was to show a high
level of craft in my prototype. I
learned a new technology and
method for creating prototypes.
This was challenging and took
more time, but worthwhile.

Mitigating Risks
Trying to solve too many
issues
Trying to create a final product that solves too many issues while
ignoring the core user issues is caused by scope creep or feature
bloat. The mitigation strategy for this would be to start with a basic
set of features and then roll out new features, as necessary.

Focusing on features
instead of outcomes
Focusing on features instead of outcomes is feature centered
design instead of user centered design. Solve this by interviewing
users about their needs and frustrations, not about features.

Relying on opinion and not
research
Building a solution based on opinion and not data or research is
caused by the designer's assumptions about a problem instead of
relying on research. Doing more research interviews at the
beginning of a project would resolve this issue.

Not allowing for
multilingual support
Not interviewing a wide enough scope of potential users does
not allow for multilingual support. Determine what role
language plays in the user’s collaborations and build a UX that
addresses it.

An interface that is overly
complex
An interface that is overly complex and presents too many noncontextual options to the user does not create the proper hierarchy
for UX elements. Determine the most useful options and make sure
they are visible. Also determine what are secondary and tertiary
options and figure out how to categorize and hide them unless
necessary using contextual menus.

A rigid interface
A rigid interface that only works for one specific use case is the
result of making assumptions and not doing enough research
about how users will use the finished product. Resolve this by
creating a user testing plan that gives the user the ability to talk
through their use of the interface and provide insight into what
they want the product to do for them.

Usability standards

Usability standards based on unknown cultural standards result
when a narrow scope of potential users is interviewed. Resolve
this by finding out from the interviewees who they collaborate
with and where those people are located.

Unreliable internet
Unreliable internet and electricity occur in some locations.
Solve this by cataloging problems and bottlenecks that users
report when using technology to complete a task.

Lock of control
The UX forces users to do things in a way that is unintuitive. The
solution is to create a UX with a flexible system that allows them
to decide how they want to work.

A UX that doesn’t reflect how the
user really works
A UX that doesn’t reflect how the user works is a potential issue.
The solution for this issue is to develop a design system that
supports and extends the user’s current work practice so that
the steps they use to complete tasks are familiar.

The UX having a high
learning curve
The UX having a high learning curve happens when a UX is
created in a way that forces the user to learn complex steps to
complete a task. Diagram the task flow and remove unnecessary
steps to make it easier for users to complete tasks.

User has access to only a
small set of assets
When users only have access to and control over a narrowly
defined set of assets to use in projects, their creativity and
projects are limited. The solution for this is to build a taxonomy
that users can use to organize, add to, and manage assets that
they use for projects.

Project Outcomes
Collab takes the best practice attributes of its competitors and combines it with global community building. This allows
users around the world to not only collaborate on a wide range of projects, but it also give them the opportunity to
meet and work with other creatives anywhere in the world. It is a key for creatives looking to work with a community
of like-minded folks on projects with all assets, notes, and comments collected in one place.
The community building and collaboration aspects of Collab are the strongest aspects of the app. Users now have
access to high quality assets shared by creators with the freedom to use, alter, and repurpose them as they wish.
Those same users are then able to turn around and share their vision with the rest of the global community and start
the cycle anew.
Next Steps
•

Fully develop the point system

•

Design sharing portion of the app

•

Multiple user tests

